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Volkswagen Transporter T4 

This is probably the first choice of base vehicle for people wishing to 
own a small to medium size camper that can double as a second car. 
 
Due to its popularity there is a vast amount of equipment available for 
its conversion into a motorhome / weekend camper. 
For full conversions just read on. 
or 
We can help you to transform your VW T4 into the camper of your 
dreams.  
 If you wish to build your own vehicle then we can supply all the parts 
that you require , just look to the back of this leaflet for details. 

Conversion with front  opening 3 way fridge, and Smev glass 
lid hob and sink . We can also build with top loading fridge or 
add a  mini grill if  required. 

D I Y Parts for VW T4 

 
Swivel plate 1997 onward fasp  £87.95 
Moulded step for side door   £49.95 
Under floor water tank kit   £108.95 
Fiamma cycle rack—twin doors   £149.00 
Fiamma cycle rack  - tailgate   £124.95 
 
Pair of seat rails  SWB   £151.50 
Pair of seat rails  LWB   £166.95 
Rail fitting kit for above    £48.95 
Swing out table leg for above   £56.99 
 
3 Point belt      £59.00 
3 Point belt for furniture side   £93.95 
Lap belt      £23.00 
 
We sell al parts for D I Y if its not listed here, please see our 
Self build parts catalogue. 

Ready assembled Furniture Kits 
We make two versions of our kit , one for use with a mini grill and top load-
ing fridge and one for use without a grill but a front loading fridge . Both ver-
sions are available for SWB or LWB. 
In a choice of colours. 
Price varies depending on type of laminate used. 
SWB Furniture Kit from      £949.00 
LWB Furniture Kit from      £999.00 



Variotek Seating  
Complete seat ready to fit into rails. 
 
Variotek seat 3/4 width Upholstered VW Inka fabric   £1029.00 
 
Variotek seat full width Upholstered VW Inka fabric   £1225.00 
 
Floor and rails fitted SWB       £620.00 
Floor and rails fitted LWB       £659.00 
 
Lap or full belts fitted at extra cost 

Cab seats recovered from    £95.00 each 

All prices include VAT 

Our Services Continued 

Full conversion 
 
The Volkswagen T4 like its predecessors has come to have an al-
most universal standard layout ,A design with  the furniture along 
the off side from behind the drivers seat along to the rear doors or 
tailgate. This coupled with a forward facing bench seat / double bed 
across the vehicle , positioned just behind the line of the Side Load 
Door. 
This seems to be the best option for this vehicle and has been 
adopted by almost all major manufacturers. Unlike most companies 
our conversion specifications are not set in stone with a ‘take it or 
leave it’ rigid design .we prefer to stick to the standard layout but 
each van is bespoke built to the individual customers requirements 
giving as much flexibility as possible to the finished product. Offer-
ing a choice of colour for lining, fabric and furniture boards.
(obviously there are limits to what can be done to this or any other 
vehicle as the conversion ultimately needs to be practical and above 
all safe). We  like to give as much choice as possible to the style in 
which the furniture is constructed ,but always use laminated light-
weight ply boards whatever the chosen style. 



We try to be flexible , but as we need to give an indication of 
prices ,these are guide prices for the differing conversions available 
 
Standard furniture in a fixed roof  conversion from  £6,195.00 
including VAT 
Standard furniture in a high top roof  conversion from £7,895.00 
including VAT 
Standard furniture in an elevating roof  conversion from £8,295.00 
including VAT 
 
All the above have a Reimo Variotek bench seat with lap belts. 
 
We can also build weekender style vehicles with full width bed, but 
would need to discuss all requirements before giving a price. 

Full Conversion  prices 

Options 
Elevating roof bed system     £399.00 
Propex 2000 Blown Air heating     £529.00 
12 v Compressor fridge    £(depends on model) 
Genuine VW windows    £(at VW cost price) 
Drivers swivel plate  from    £87.95  

Specifications 
All the above conversions have the following equipment as standard. 

Smev 2 burner hob with glass lid & matching sink. 
3 way 40ltr  Dometic fridge. 
110 amp leisure battery with built in charging. 
240 volt Mains electrical installation. 
Varoitec seat / bed system with lap belts. 
Swivel plate to passengers seat. 

 

Roofs and other services 

Sportline hightop SWB fitted  £1,225.00 
LWB as above    £1,295.00 
Aeroline hightop roof fitted  £1,290.00 
LWB as above    £1,375.00 
 
The above price includes a VW approved strengthen-
ing frame but not additional work , windows , vents or 
lining . 
 
Superflat elevating roof fitted  £2,399.00 
LWB as above    £2,499.00 
 
The above prices include a VW approved strengthen-
ing frame . 
 
Bed system for above   £399.00 
 
Colour coding Extra from  £350.00 

Sportline hightop 

Superflat Elevating Roof 
Inside view of conversion with 
Sportline hightop fitted. 


